Chichester Rifle & Pistol Club Indoor Range
Additional Safety Rules for the Use of Single Shot .22 Rimfire Rifles Fitted With a
Magazine (Lightweight Sporting Rifle)
Shooter
The shooter must inform the range officer that they intend to use a .22 rimfire rifle
fitted with magazine before the detail commences.
(Please note junior members are not permitted to use a .22 rimfire rifle fitted with a
magazine, while shooting on the Wellington Road Range)
Detachable Magazine
The rifle should be transported to the firing point with the safety flag inserted (bolt
back or removed) and magazine detached from the rifle. The magazine may be
loaded with a maximum of 10 rounds prior to the detail commencing.
Magazine is not to be attached until Range officer has given the command to
commence firing.
On completion of detail, magazine to be detached and safety flag inserted. To be
confirmed by Range Officer after detail finished and before rifle is taken from the
firing point.
Non Detachable Magazine
The rifle should be transported to the firing point with the safety flag inserted (bolt
back or removed) and the magazine MUST NOT be loaded. This should be visible
by easy inspection.
Magazine only to be loaded when the Range officer has given the command to
commence firing.
On completion of detail, safety flag to be inserted and magazine to be clearly visible
to the range officer that it is empty. This must be confirmed by range officer after
detail has finished and before rifle is taken from the firing point.
Range Officer Actions
Be aware that a .22 rifle fitted with magazine is being used on the range. Shooter
must inform range officer prior to detail
Ensure by inspection that the additional safety checks are completed and the rifle
and magazine are clear and safe, with safety flags inserted.
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